Welcome to:
“Boosting Children’s Writing
(Quantity and Quality) in Your Classroom!”
Dr. Sarah E. Dennis
www.sarahedennis.com
Please sit near the front  AND
Please complete the front ½ page survey (anonymously).

Teaching Strategies GOLD
Literacy
19.
Demonstrates emergent writing skills
a. Writes name
b. Writes to convey meaning

http://www.isbe.state.il.us/earlychi/pdf/early_learning_standards.pdf
Kindergarten
Illinois Early Learning and
CCSS WRITING Standards
Development Standards (Jan 2013)
Text Types and Purposes
GOAL 4: Demonstrate increasing awareness
of and competence in emergent writing skills
and abilities.
Learning Standard B: Use writing to
represent ideas and information.
1. Use a combination of drawing, dictation, 4.B.ECa. With prompting and support, use a
and writing to compose opinion pieces in
combination of drawing, dictating, or writing to
which they tell a reader the topic or the
express an opinion about a book or topic.
name of the book they are writing about
and the state an opinion about the topic or
book (e.g., My favorite book is…).
2. Use a combination of drawing, dictation, 4.B.ECb With prompting and support, use a
and writing to compose informational/
combination of drawing, dictating, or writing to
explanatory texts in which they name
compose informational/ explanatory texts in
what they are writing about and supply
which they name what they are writing about and
some information about the topic.
supply some information about the topic.
3. Use a combination of drawing, dictation, 4.B.ECc With prompting and support, use a
and writing to narrate a single event or
combination of drawing, dictating, or writing to
several loosely linked events, tell about
narrate a single event and provide a reaction to
the events in the order in which they
what happened.
occurred, and provide a reaction to what
happened.
Production and Distribution of Writing
5. With guidance and support from adults,
4.B.ECd With prompting and support, respond to
respond to questions and suggestions from questions and suggestions to add details to
peers and add details to strengthen writing strengthen illustration or writing, as needed.
as needed.
6. With guidance and support from adults,
4.B.ECe With prompting and support, use digital
explore a variety of digital tools to produce tools to produce and publish drawing, dictation
and publish writing, including in
or writing.
collaboration with peers.
Research to Build and Present
LEARNING STANDARD C: Use writing to
Knowledge
research and share knowledge
7. Participate in shared research and
4.C.ECa Participate in group projects or units of
writing projects (e.g., explore a number of study designed to learn about a topic of interest.
books by a favorite author and express
opinions about them).
8. With guidance and support from adults,
4.C.ECb With prompting and support, recall
recall information from experiences or
factual information and share that information
gather informational from provided sources through drawing, dictation, or writing.
to answer a question.

1) Why do you think I asked you the survey questions:
(about how you feel about:
- yourself as a writer
- your preparation to teach writing and
- teaching writing)?
2) Do you think it’s important to be a writer to be a teacher of
writing to young children? Why or why not?
3) Is it important to view yourself as a writer? Why or why not?
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•
•
•
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•
•

Family (parents, husband, daughter, siblings, cousins, in-laws, etc)
Childhood Memories
Chicago children’s choir – how I got started, performances
Travel (southern US, Japan, Mexico, Russia, South Africa, Italy, Greece/Italy
First love, high-school boyfriend, how it changed me
High school – feeling so alone, no “clique,” no drinking
AIDS Rides, how cycling changed my life (memories from specific rides)
Family Thanksgivings (first hockey tournament - dessert at Kevin’s)
College (roommates, experiences in NYC)
Gilda’s Club
Freedom of living alone for first time—ever!
1st Landlady like a grandma
Job – challenges, excitement, creativity, struggles
Theater – specific show’s (Ragtime, 1776, Avenue Q)
Friends (Kate – always there; Cara/Rick – national tours; Stasia – baby)
Favorite books – The Red Tent, To Kill a Mockingbird, Let the Circle Be Unbroken
Favorite songs (Wanting Memories, I Will Not Leave You Comfortless, Red, Red, Rose)
Favorite movies: A Few Good Men (honesty, justice), A League of Their Own (women),
You’ve Got Mail (Steve), Patch Adams (challenging authority), movies about teaching and
music (Mr. Holland’s Opus)
Favorite places: beach in Rockland, Park in Jersey near water, OSP
Favorite restaurants: Greek Islands, Ann Sathers, UK New York
Memoirs
Personal narratives
Poetry
Book Reviews
Short Stories
Gifts of Writing
Essays
Parodies
Letters to the Editor
Feature articles
Letters to people
Thank you’s
Speeches
Sympathy notes
Resume’s and vitae
Grant proposals
Letters of recommendation
Lists of all sorts
Lesson plans
Evaluations of students

Audiences:
• Myself, Steve
• Family (immediate & extended)
• My students
• Teachers I work with
• Readers of journals
• Readers of newspapers

Why Bookmaking Makes Sense for the Youngest Writers (Form 2)*
Making books…
- Is developmentally appropriate. Young children love to make things, and they bring an easy sense
of play to making things that is critical to development. The verb make, as in “let’s make books,” is
a much more developmentally inclusive verb than write for young children as it hints at all the
things one might do to make a book.
- Helps children do bigger work and develop stamina for writing. Learning to face down blank
pages and a ticking clock is the central reality of a writer’s work, and bookmaking creates a
developmentally appropriate context in which children come to understand this kind of work.
Multiple pages invite children to stay with writing for longer stretches of time, and staying with it
builds stamina.
- Helps children live like writers when they aren’t writing. The only work some children know in
school is work that is always quickly finished. These children never experience the creative urgency
that comes from leaving something unfinished, knowing they’ll return to work on it later. To learn
what it’s like for a project to “live on” in their thinking, even when they’re not working on it,
children need to engage in work that lasts for more than one day, more than one sitting.
- Makes the “reading like writers” connection so clear. Young children are surrounded by picture
books at school, so it makes sense that their writing should match the kind of texts they know best.
And when they see themselves as people who make picture books too, people just like Donald
Crews and Marla Frazee, young children notice and pick up all kinds of ideas for writing and
illustrating from the books adults read to them.
- Helps children begin to understand composition and decision making. Making a book from start
to finish is a process of constant decision making. What will I write about? What should come first?
How should I draw it? Does this look the way I want it? And so on. These decisions are given over
to children as they make books, and the experience of making so many decisions over time nurtures
compositional development in so many important ways.
- Helps children begin to understand genre, purpose, and audience. A sense of genre gives writers
vision for writing: I’m writing a memoir, an op-ed piece, a movie review. Writers have a sense of
what the writing will be—in terms of genre—when it’s finished. Young children start out with the
broad vision of making picture books, but they soon begin to understand the subtle nuances of
genre—that there are different kinds of writing inside picture books that do different kinds f work in
the world of writing.
- Helps children believe in the future of finished work. Writers are called on to believe in a finished
product that will exist only if they “act and act strategically” (Johnston 2004, 29) to bring it about.
Writers must have the will to go from nothing to something, and with enough experience making
books, children come to have faith in a future of writing that doesn’t yet exist.
* Watch Katie and Matt…Sit Down and Teach Up: Two Master Teachers Reveal Their Thinking as They
Confer with Beginning Writers by Katie Wood Ray and Matt Glover. ($14.99 on iTunes)
http://itunes.apple.com/us/book/watch-katie-matt-.-.-.-sit/id474493808?mt=11

Units of Study**
A. The kinds of Things Writers Make, and How We’ll Make Them in This Room
- books with illustrations (and no words)
- books that labels the pictures
- books with some photographs in it
- Alphabet books
- books with singing or music in it
- books organized by colors
- books with pop-up pictures
- books with poems in it
- books with some facts in it
- counting books
- lift-the-flap books
- question-and-answer books
B. Where Writers Get Ideas
- everyday things that happen often in our lives
- from a place we never want to forget
- from a specific experience
- from something we want other people to understand
- from a place we know well
- from something we love to do
- from memories about times in our lives we want to cherish
- from a memory of a specific event we don’t want to forget
- from people we never want to forget
- from some change in our lives that made us think and wonder
C. How to Read Like Writers
D. Finding Writing Mentors (Author Study of someone like: Frank Asch, Eric Carle, Donald Crews, Lois
Ehlert, Denise Fleming, Mem Fox, Rachel Isadora, Joanne Ryder, Cynthia Rylant, Charlotte Zolotow)
E. How to Structure Texts in Interesting Ways (same begin. & ending; text through time/space)
F. How to Make Illustrations Work Better With Written Text
G. How to Have Better Peer Conferences
H. Literary Nonfiction
I. How to Use Punctuation in Interesting Ways
J. Poetry
K. Revision
**Ray, Katie Wood & Lisa Cleveland. About the Authors: Writing Workshop with Our Youngest Writers.
ALSO HIGHLY RECOMMEND:
Already Ready: Nurturing Writers in Preschool and Kindergarten by Katie Wood Ray and Matt Glover
Engaging young writers: Preschool-Grade 1 by Matt Glover
Talking, Drawing, Writing: Lessons for Our Youngest Writers by Martha Horn & Mary Ellen Giacobbe

Verna Aardema
David A. Adler
Frank Asch
Joseph Bruchac
Eve Bunting
Lynne Cherry
Lois Ehlert
Jean Fritz

Paul Goble
Ruth Heller
Lee Bennett Hopkins
James Howe
Johanna Hurwitz
Karla Kuskin
Johnathan London
George Ella Lyon

3 others – not autobiographies, but biographies of children’s authors:
Gary Paulsen by Stephanie True Peters
Lois Lowry by Lois Markham
Avi by Lois Markham

Margaret Mahy
Rafe Martin
Pat McKissack
Patricia Polacco
Laurence Pringle
Cynthia Rylant
Seymour Simon
Jane Yolen

